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Overview 

.1. Canada acknowledges that Paul First Nation is an adherent to Treaty 6. is a band 

within the meaning of the Indian Act, and is a First Nation within the meaning of 

the Specific Claims Tribunal Act. 

2. Pursuant to Treaty 6. Canada set aside approximately 32. 7 sguare miles or 20,928 

acres of land for Paul First Nation as Indian Reserve l 33A (JR 133A) and Indian 

Reserve 1338 (JR 1338). 

3. This claim seeks compensation for the surrender of IR 133B taken on September 

11. 1906 or. in the alternative, compensation for the sale of the surrendered lands. 

~. Canada admits a post-surrender breach of fiduciary duty to Paul First Nation from 

the transfer by Canada of the streets and lanes in the village of Kapasiwin to the 

Province of Alberta in 1932 (the Beach Lands), lands which were part of the 

surrendered lands. The Beach Lands claim has been accepted for negotiation. 

5. In all other respects. Canada complied with all statutory and fiduciary duties and 

obligations regarding the surrender and with its post-surrender fiduciary duties 

and obligations in the sales of the surrendered lands. 

6. Canada favours resolving claims made by Indigenous Peoples through negotiation 

and settlement. Canada continues to pursue all appropriate fonns of resolution as 

this claim proceeds, and endeavors to be constructive in assisting the Tribunal in 

its task of adjudicating this matter. 

I. Status of Claim (R. 42(a)) 

7.-h The Respondent, Her Majesty the Queen in Right of Canada ("Canada") admits 

that the Paul First Nation ("PF~r') is a First Nation within the meaning of section 
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2 of the Specific Claims Tribunal Act, SC 2008, c 22 (the "Act") as pleaded in 

paragraph 1 of the Declaration of Claim (the "Declaration"). 

8.~ The Claimant Paul First Nation has filed the following specific claims alleging 

breaches of Canada's lawful obligations in connection with the surrender of 

Indian Reserve 133B: 

a. a specific claim received on July 12, 1996 regarding the Crown's 

management of the sales of the lands surrendered in 1906~ ("1996 

MismaRagemeRt of Sales"). The Minister notified Paul First Nation. in 

writing. on March 3. 2009 of his decision to negotiate the claim in part. 

The Minister agreed that a lawful obligation arose from the transfer by 

Canada of the streets and lanes in the village of Kapasiwin to the Province 

of Alberta in 1932 (the Beach Lands); 

b. a specific claim received on June 5, 2000 and a further specific claim 

received on January 27. 2012. Both submissions address the same claim. 

the validity of the 1906 surrender of Indian Reserve 133B. The Minister 

notified Paul First Nation in writing on October 29, 2013. of his decision 

not to accept this claim for negotiation. regarding the 1906 suffeneler of 

lndiBR Reserve 1338; and 

e. a further speeifie elaim reeeived on Jarmary 27, 2012 regardiAg the 1906 

surreRder of IRdiBA Reserve 1338. 

3. In ref)ly to f>eragraphs 3 to 6 of the Deelaration, CaRada denies that the elaim 

before the Trihunal is the alleged mismBHagemeet of sales of surreAdered lands. 

Cemada states that the elaim eefore the TrihUBal is the Sf>eeifie elaim regarding tke 

1906 sWTeader of Iadian ReserYe 1338, whieh ·.vas suhmitted on June 5, 2000 

emd resuhmitted oe JBAUBf1' 27, 2012 (the "Claim"). 
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9.+. Tl:ie Minister notifieel tl:ie Claimant in writing on October 29, 2Ql3 ef l:iis eleeisiea 

not to aeeept tl:ie Claim for negotiation. Canada admits, in response to paragraph 

2 of the Declaration, that the Claim meets the conditions precedent, as set out in 

paragraph 16(l)(a) of the Act. 

I 0. Paragraphs 20, 22, and 23 contain new allegations that were not contained in the 

specific claims filed with the Minister. 

5. In reply to paragrapk 8 of tl:ie Deelaratien, CaaaEla sHllmits tkat tke statHtery 

grmmel for this ehtim is limiteel to ss. 14(1 )(b) anel 14(1 )(e) of the Ael. 

II. Validity (R. 42(b) and (c)) 

l..L Canada admits a breach of fiduciary duty to Paul First Nation from the transfer by 

Canada of the Beach Lands in the village of Kapasiwin to the Province of Alberta 

in 1932. Canada states that s. 20 (1) (e) of the Act may provide the basis for the 

Tribunal to award compensation. 

J1.~ Canada eleaies does not accept the validity of the remaining claims on all grounds 

in the Amended Declaration of Claim, and in particular denies: 

a. that the surrender of IR 133B was contrary to the provisions of the 1906 

Indian Act; 

b. that there was any failure to obtain fair market value for the sale of the 

surrendered lands; 

c.l:r. any breach of the Indian Act or obligations arising from Canada's 

fiduciary duties; 

d.e:- that there are any consequential losses or damages; 
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e.Ehthat employees or agents of Canada committed any fraudulent acts in 

obtaining the 1906 surrender or in the subsequent sales of the surrendered 

lands . 

III. Allegations of Fact- Amended Declaration of Claim (R. 41 (e)): Acceptance, 

Denial, or no knowledge (R. 42(d)) 

J.l.8. Canada admits the facts set out in the following paragraphs 13, 15, Hi, 18, BREI 22 

of the Amended Declaration of Claim: 

a. that on or about July 31, 1906. Secretary McLean wrote to Indian Agent 

Gibbons to advise an application had been made for part of IR 1338, and 

asked him to speak to Paul First Nation to determine their wishes 

(paragraph 13). 

b. that on or about September 6. 1906, Surveyor McLean wrote to Secretary 

McLean confirming that he had completed his re~survey of the boundaries 

of IR 133A and 1338 and reported that he had not begun dividing the 

proposed surrender lands into lots because "some of the Indians are 

opposed" (paragraph 15). 

c. that the surrender of IR 1338 was obtained on September 11, 1906. Six 

members of Paul First Nation signed the surrender by placing a mark 

beside their names and three signed with their signatures (paragraph 16). 

d. that the recording of the annuities paid to Paul First Nation members on 

July 20. 1906 indicates that 35 men were paid annuities as heads of 

families or as individuals (paragraph 18). 
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e. that it was an oral term of the surrender that a beach separating the 

surrendered lands from Lake Wabamun was to be excluded from the sale 

(the Beach Lands} (paragraph 28) . 

.f:. that Canada transferred administration and control of the Beach Lands to 

Alberta in 1932 (paragraph 28). 

9. CaRa!ila EleRies the faets in paragraphs 17 and 19 of the Deelaration. 

14.-14. In reply to paragraph 9, Canada admits that Indian Resen•es ("IR") IR 133A and 

IR 133B were surveyed and set apart pursuant to the terms of Treaty No. 6. 

Cana!ila Elenies that IR 133A and 1338 were surveyeEI anEI set apart in 1877 ane, 

for clarity, Canada states that IR 133A and 133B were set apart by Order-in

Council PC 1633 dated June 16, 1892. 

Q-1-1-. In reply to paragraph 10, Canada admits that two reserves were surveyed for P¥N 

Paul First Nation at White Whale Lake: IR l 33A and IR 1338, with IR 133B 

having been set aside for a fishing station, having access to White Whale Lake, 

and being the much smaller of the two reserves. Canada has no knowledge of 

whether IR 133B was the Pfll Paul First Nation's primary fishing station and 

whether IR 1338 had access to Moonlight Bay. 

16.-P-. In reply to paragraph 11, Canada admits that Chief Paul remained as Chief until 

1901 and that the Pfll Paul First Nation remained without a Chief until 1906. 

CaRaea Elenies that Chief Pa1;1l was eeposee h;r the Department of lnElian Affairs 

("DIA") and, for clarity, Canada states that Chief Paul was removed from office 

by Order-in-Council PC 1762 dated September 12, 1901 for conduct that included 

killing cattle without authority and encouraging the sale of alcohol on the reserve. 

David Bird was appointed Chief in 1906. 
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17.~ In reply to paragraph 12, Canada admits that in late 1905, the Canadian Northern 

Railway (4'CNR") was approaching from Edmonton and would likely pass 

through IR 133A. There was no mention of IR 1338 at this time. Canada has no 

knowledge of the remaining allegations of fact in paragraph 12, but states that, in 

the summer of 1906, White Whale (now Wabamun) Lake. with its proximity to 

Edmonton. was attracting attention as a prospective summer resort. 

18.+4. In reply to paragraph 14, Canada admits that Indian Agent Gibbons met with the 

PFN Paul First Nation on August 14, 1906 to discuss the surrender of IR 1338. 

Canada has no knowledge of whether this discussion was for the purpose of 

establishing a railway townsite or resort community. 

19,g. In reply to paragraph 17, Canada admits that there are 10 names of p.i;;:w. Paul First 

Nation members listed in the surrender; nine marked their names or signed the 

document and one did not. Canada has ae lrnewledge ef whetl:ier eae P~I 

RteFRber was 0f>f>0sed. 

20.-14 In reply to paragraph 19, Canada admits that two of Pm Paul First Nation 

members who signed the surrender document were not described as heads of 

families or individuals in the Pl'N Paul First Nation paylist prepared for the 

purpose of paying annuities as required by Treaty No. 6. Pay list records do not 

determine the number of band members who are eligible to vote at a surrender 

meeting. Canada has ae knewledge ef the 1n1FRber ef f>ersons who were eligible 

to f)artieif)ate ia the surreeder vete er the exaet number ef adult FRales ia the P~l 

f>Ofn:datiee at the tiRte of the SUHender states that the affidavit sworn on 

September 13. 1906 before a Justice of the Peace attests that a majority of the 

eligible voters then present assented to the surrender. CaHada fi:lfther states that 

tThe reference in the last sentence to "the time of survey" should be to "the time 

of surrender". 
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2.L In reply to paragraphs 20. 21. 22. and 23. Canada admits that Chief David Bird 

and Indian Agent Gibbons executed an affidavit on September 12. 1906 before a 

Justice of the Peace. Mr. John Foley signed the affidavit as a witness and is 

known to be a translator used within the Edmonton Agency. Canada does not 

agree with the other statements made in these paragraphs. which constitute legal 

intemretation or argument rather than fact. 

22.-1+. Canada admits the facts in paragraph~ 24 and, for clarity, states that the burial 

ground on IR 1338 was small and that those who had used this small ground were 

present at the meeting and signed the surrender, excepting one named Reindeer. 

Canada further states that the Department of Indian Affairs (the DIA) the DIA 

took steps to ensure that the bodies in the burial ground would be carefully moved 

and that the members of the P~l Paul First Nation could be exclusively employed 

in this work if they wished. 

23.+8. In reply to paragraph U 25, Canada admits that selected lots of the surrendered 

lands were sold by public auction in May 1910 and again in June 1912. Canada 

states that it obtained fair market value for the lots sold. Canada has ae 

incomplete knowledge of the precise numbers of lots sold on these dates. 

Individual lots were sold after that time until the 1950s. 

24. In reply to paragraph 26. Canada admits most of the surrender lands were not 

sold. Two parcels of land were returned to reserve status as reconstituted IR 

1338: 420 acres in 1936 and 23.6 acres in 1953. 

25.+9-: In reply to paragraph ~27, Canada admits that Canada and the PFN Paul First 

Nation signed a Memorandum of Intent (the "Memorandum") outlining a plan for 

certain unsold lots that were part of the IR 1338 surrender to be returned to 

reserve status. Canada admits that these unsold lots have not yet been returned to 

reserve status, but, for clarity, states that the Memorandum is not binding on the 

parties until such time as the final agreement is reached. Canada has no 
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knowledge of the exact number of lots or acres that the Memorandum 

contemplates being returned to reserve status, but states that the lots to be returned 

to reserve status are the unsold lots within the townplot of Wabamun. Alberta 

lying within the areas outlined in red in Schedule "C" of the Memorandum. 

CMada deRies that the MeFA0l'tlfleh:1FA was signea in 1995 BBd, !For clarity, 

Canada states that the Memorandum was signed by Canada, the Government of 

Alberta, the Pfll Paul First Nation, and the County of Parkland on January 17, 

1996. 

26.+. Unless expressly admitted, Canada denies each and every allegation of fact or law 

in the claim. 

IV. Statement of Facts (R. 42(e)) 

27 .~ In addition to the foregoing, Canada pleads the following facts. 

28.~ The ancestors of ~Paul First Nation entered into Treaty No. 6 through an 

adhesion dated August 21, 1877. 

29.~ By Order in Council PC 1633 dated June 16, 1892, IR 133A and 1338, containing 

approximately 20,928 acres or 32.7 square miles of land, were set aside for the 

PFN Paul First Nation. 

30.~. On May I 0, 1906, David Bird was approved as Chief of the PFN Paul First 

Nation and was appointed for an indefinite term. 

31.~ By June, 1906, the CNR had surveyed a projected line through IR l 33A and 1338 

but this line had not yet been approved. 
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32.~ On June 3, 1906, Indian Agent Gibbons wrote to the DIA that the new railway 

line of the CNR was rapidly approaching IR 133A and 133B and estimated the 

railway would traverse approximately 9 miles of the reserve. 

33.~ In a letter of June 26, 1906 to Secretary McLean, Inspector Markle noted that he 

had been asked by the PFN Paul First Nation for his opinion on whether it would 

be wise for them to surrender the part of the reserve north of the projected line of 

the railway, including the part in township 53, provided that the railway was built 

on the projected survey. Markle declined to give a definitive answer to the PFN 

Paul First Nation. 

27. Also iR the summer of 19Qa, Waite WA.ale (Wabaanm) Laite, wita its proximity to 

eamoRtoR, •nas attraetiag atteation as a prospeetiYe summer resort. 

34.~ By letter dated July 5, 1906, Mr. Taylor of The W.S. Weeks & Co, an Edmonton 

real estate finn, wrote to the DIA referring to a meeting he had with the PFN Paul 

First Nation. Taylor advised that the PF}>S Paul First Nation would consent to a 

sale of a portion of the reserve north of the proposed railway and that they were 

"anxious to find out if such an agreement would meet with the approval of your 

department." 

35.~ Secretary McLean replied to Mr. Taylor on July 16, 1906 stating that the DIA was 

not yet in a position to deal with the matter as the CNR had not filed its plan yet. 

36.~ On July 31, 1906, Secretary McLean wrote to Indian Agent Gibbons that an 

application had been made for a portion of IR 133A and 1338 and asked Agent 

Gibbons to report whether the land was occupied, what improvements were 

located on it, and if the band would be willing to surrender the land for sale. 

37.J..I....:. By letter dated August 15, 1906, Indian Agent Gibbons reported on his meeting 

with the PFN Paul First Nation, which was held on August 14, I 906. He reported 
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that "the majority were willing to surrender the land in question on condition that 

so much thereof as borders on the Lake and is suitable for a townsite or resort 

should be plotted and put up for sale in, say, 1 acre lots, and the remainder 

disposed of to the best advantage for them." and added that IR 133B could be 

considered unoccupied and unimproved, eJEeept for as the two or three IRtfoms 

living iR shaeks eR it there make no claim for compensation. Surveyor McLean 

was expected to arrive to re-survey IR 133A and 133B to clearly mark the 

boundaries and Agent Gibbons recommended if the Department were to accede to 

the proposal of the PFN Paul First Nation, that the surrender forms be sent as soon 

as possible and Surveyor McLean be instructed to make the necessary surveys. 

38.~ On September 1, 1906, Deputy Superintendent General Pedley sent blank 

surrender forms to Indian Agent Gibbons and authorized him to submit them to 

the Pfl>J Paul First Nation. If the surrender was granted, Surveyor McLean was to 

be instructed to survey the surrendered tract so that "the property may be disposed 

of, as desired by the Indians." 

39.~ Surveyor McLean was instructed to retrace the boundaries of IR 133A and 1338 

on August 2, 1906 and he completed this task on September 6, 1906. This 

retracing arose from the Pfl>J Paul First Nation's request for these boundaries to 

be re-surveyed because the reserve limits were no longer clearly distinguishable. 

40.J+. The surrender of IR 1338, comprising 635 acres, was taken on September 11, 

1906. 

41.J..§.:. Surveyor McLean attended the surrender meeting and on the following day, 

September 12, 1906, he reported: 

It was decided at the meeting with the Indians when surrender 
was given to reserve the beach from being sold, a width of about 
150 feet along the Lake including a street to be reserved from 
sale by the Department, such width or widths to be decided by 
myself when making the survey. 
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42.~ The Surrender Affidavit was sworn by Chief Bird and Indian Agent Gibbons and 

witnessed by John Foley, on September 13, 1906 before a Justice of the Peace of 

Alberta. The surrender was approved on September 27, 1906 by Order-in

Council PC 1939. 

No Railway Station is Built 

43.~ The CNR applied for a right of way through IR 133A and 133B on October 13, 

1906 and the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway ("GTPR") applied for its right of way 

on December 21, 1906. 

44 . .;&. On December 31, 1906, the CNR made a proposal to the DIA, with terms very 

favourable to the CNR and without a commitment to build a station on the 

surrendered lands. This proposal was not accepted by the DIA. 

45.~ GTPR's route was approved first and Order-in-Council PC 36 dated January 8, 

1908 approved the sale ofland in IR 133A and 133B for the railway right of way. 

46.~ In 1908, in response to a query by Secretary McLean as to the CNR's intention to 

put a station on the surrendered lands, the CNR advised that the approved GTPR 

rail line crossed the CNR line at several points and therefore officials from the 

two railways would have to meet to discuss adjustments to the line. 

47-:4-h By September 1, 1908, the GTPR informed the DIA that it would not build a 

station on the surrendered lands because it was practically impossible to put a 

station on the surrendered lands due to the steep gradients. Despite this. the 

GTPR built a railway across the lands in and around 1909. and a railway stop in 

and around 1911. on a portion of the surrendered land. 
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48.Q.. By June 28, 1909, the CNR had received approval for the route of their rail line. 

In response to a query from Secretary McLean as to whether the CNR would 

locate a station on the surrendered lands, the CNR responded on August 23, 1909 

stating that construction work had been postponed. 

49.~ By July 31, 1911, the DIA became aware that the CNR abandoned their line 

through IR 133A and 133B. This was confirmed by the CNR on August 18, 

1911. 

Sales of Surrendered Land 

50. Canada had numerous and ongoing negotiations, prior to selling the surrendered 

lands, in respect of rights-of-way for pending railway lines as well as the 

establishment of a station(s) on the surrendered lands. 

iL. Portions of the surrendered lands were sold at auction in 1910 and 1912. Both 

auctions were advertised broadly to the general public. 

52. Upset prices were assigned to lots put up for sale at these auctions and the lots 

sold at both auctions realized their upset prices at a minimum. 

53. Several valuations of the surrendered lands determined the market value of the 

lots. both before and after the auction sales. 

54. Approximately 420 acres were reinstated to Paul First Nation and became a 

reconstituted IR133B in 1936 as the land was no longer reguired for the townplot 

of Wabamun. and additional land was reguired by Paul First Nation for 

agricultural purposes. A further 23.63 acres was reinstated to IR133B in 1953. 
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55. The remaining unsold surrendered lands cannot be reinstated to reserve status 

until certain jurisdictional and administrative issues can be resolved with Paul 

First Nation. Canada. the Province of Alberta. and the County of Parkland. 

V. Relief (R. 42(t)) 

56.44 Canada seeks deaies the eatitlemeat ef the relief seught Bfld seeks te kave the 

elaim dismissed iR its eRtirety dismissal of the claims set out in the Amended 

Declaration of Claim except for the post-surrender breach of fiduciary duty from 

the transfer of the Beach Lands. 

57.~ Canada seeks its costs in the proceedings. 

VI. Communication (R. 42(g)) 

58~ Email address for the service of documents: 

ursula.tauscher<mjustice.gc.ca 

Dated this 4'" 9th day of August. 2019 Nevemeer, 2Q 16. 

ATTORNEY GENERAL OF CANADA 

Department of Justice Canada 
300, 10423 - 101 Street 
Edmonton, Alberta TSH OE7 
Facsimile: (780) 495-2964 

Per: Ursula M. Tauscher 
Phone: (780) 495-7153 
Email Address: ursula.tauschcn(dustice.gc.ca 

Counsel for the Respondent 
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